The new artists of the 2016 show
Dennis Bryon (original drummer of the Bee Gees)
Born in Cardiff / Wales Dennis started at the age of 14 to play the
drums. Together with Blue Weaver he started the group Amen Corner
one of the most popular European bands in the 60ties. In 1973 Dennis
became member of The Bee Gees Band. In that period with Dennis on
drums they became one of the most popular bands of all time. During
his musical career Dennis wrote, produced and performed with
amongst others Barbra Streisand, Jimi Hendrix and Bill Lloyd.

Till Nau ( director and choreographer).
Till started his career by playing in musicals. He did performances for
instance in the Palladium Theater Stuttgart (Mama Mia), in the
National Theater in Mannheim (Anything Goes), at the Thuner
Seefestspielen (West Side Story) and in the Hamburg theater (Marilyn,
das musical). He was musical leader and dance captain from 2007 until
2010 for Aida Cruises worldwide, for Phoenix Travels and the National
Theater Mannheim. Since 2000 he already is choreagrapher and
director in different theaters. And the past years he has also been teacher on musical schools.

Astrid Hagenah (dancer, actress)
Astrid graduated on the Stage School Hamburg being musical actress.
She has learned countless different dance types like: jazz, modern,
standard and latin dances as well as street dance and ballet.
She got stage experience in several shows in Germany like: Monday
Nights, Shanti, Junglebook etc. Being a dance teacher as well she's also
often asked to perform in music videos.

Marlou Düster (dancer, actress)
The young stage actress has already succesfully played in lots of
musicals. After she finished her education in Hamburg in 2014 she
played parts in musicals like Grease and Hairspray, Flashdance and
Singing In The Rain. It's a good thing for the Bee Gees musical that
Marlou knows all about the different dance styles.

Svitlana Peter (dancer, actress)
Svitlana succesfully graduated on the Stage School Hamburg in 2015
for acting, singing and dance. Still during the education time she
already performed in plays like Monday Nights, Hairspray Jr. and
Cabaret. She knows very well how to dance Ballet as Rock and Roll.

Vivian Bretz (dancer, actress)
Being the number one in a German Hip Hop contest made her decide to
make dancing her profession. She succesfully graduated her study in
Hamburg in 2015. Next to her dancing and singing abilities she is very
well in acrobatics and gymnastics. A very interesting combination on
stage.

Giovanni Corrado (dancer, actor)
Giovanni is a dancer and choreographer from Italy and studied on
music schools in Rome and Florence. Some of his first jobs as a
choreographer he had in plays like Peter and Pinocchio. Next to that he
was dancer in many shows and concerts for artists like Udo Lindenberg,
Ich+Ich, Costa Cordalis, Roger Cicero etc. He also worked a lot on
cruise ships and crossed the world by ship taking care of the
entertainment.

